Dose profiles in the region of abutting photon and electron fields in the irradiation of head and neck tumors.
In the treatment of head and neck tumors, after excluding the spinal cord from the primary photon beam, en face electron fields are employed to boost the dose to the tissues overlying the spinal cord. The electron fields are "hot-matched" on skin with the posterior edges of the photon fields irradiating the primary tumor. The purpose of this study is to measure the dose distribution in the "hot" matched region between the photon and the en face electron fields. Using film dosimetry, we measured the dose distributions at depths of 1 cm and 3 cm in the junction of the abutting photon (4 MV) and electron (9 MeV) fields for a hot-match setup. Two photon field setups were studied: (1) laterally opposed and, (2) shallow (5 degrees) right and left anterior oblique fields, a configuration sometimes used to avoid treating through the shoulders. To investigate the changes in dose distributions due to setup uncertainties, we also measured dose profiles at the same two depths using a 2 mm overlap and a 2 mm gap between the electron and photon fields. For a perfect hot-match, the dose profile across the junction at 1 cm depth consists of "hot-spots" on both sides of the junction. The minimum and maximum doses across the junction are 15% and 58%, respectively, above the prescribed dose for a parallel opposed setup and 35% and 54%, respectively, for the angled setup. At 3 cm depth, a 10% "cold spot" is observed in the electron field proximal to the junction while a 50% 'hot spot' is observed in the photon field for the opposed lateral setup. With the lateral fields angled 5 degrees anteriorly, hot spots are observed on both sides of the junction. The minimum and maximum doses are 23% and 54%, respectively, above the prescribed dose. With the right and left anterior oblique fields, a 2 mm overlap of the en face electron field with the ipsilateral photon field resulted in a 72% and 65% hot spot at 1 cm and 3 cm depths, respectively, in the photon field adjacent to the junction. A 2 mm gap still resulted in about a 45% hot spot in the same region at both depths. Clinically, if dose to the overlying tissue of the spinal cord is of primary concern, our measurements suggest that 80% normalization in the electron boost, together with a slight angulation of the photon fields would ensure adequate dose to the overlying tissues. If dose inhomogeneity to the superficial tissues is critical in the electron irradiation, 90% dose normalization in the electron boost, together with laterally opposed photon fields would be preferred. The clinical decision can only be made on a patient-by-patient basis.